
 

 

 

For immediate release, 15 June 2021 

ThinCats announces £160m strategic investment to scale up  

lending to mid-sized SMEs 
• New capital will support £2bn in new lending to mid-sized businesses  

 
ThinCats, the leading alternative finance provider to mid-sized SMEs, has today announced a 

strategic investment in the company from Wafra Capital Partners (‘WCP’) of £160 million. WCP have 

partnered with Quilam Capital on the transaction. 

Having lent almost £1 billion to UK SMEs over the last few years, the investment from WCP, 

alongside senior bank and institutional funding, enables ThinCats to lend a further £2 billion.   

Following its full investment, WCP will become a significant minority shareholder in ThinCats. 

ThinCats will continue to serve mid-sized SMEs, alongside their advisors, across the UK with its 

pragmatic credit process, supported by proprietary big data modelling and the best of third-party 

technology. This new capital will support our continued expansion through both larger loan sizes and 

new product development to scale up the volume of lending.  

Amany Attia, CEO, ThinCats: “We are delighted to announce this significant investment by WCP, 

reinforcing their belief in our business. WCP is an exceptional partner with proven experience in 

supporting specialty finance platforms. WCP shares our vision to deliver real scale of funding to UK 

SMEs. 

 

“Mid-sized businesses are feeling more confident as the economy recovers from the pandemic and 

are looking to rebuild working capital and expand either organically or through acquisition. The WCP 

investment provides ThinCats the certainty of funding needed to support these businesses’ growth 

plans. 

 

“This is an important next step for us as a lender and allows us to bring the benefits of non-bank 

lending to a wider universe of mid-sized businesses.”  

 

Ravi Anand, Managing Director, ThinCats: “WCP’s investment follows a thorough process of 

engagement with the investor community. We chose WCP because of their deep experience with 

alternative lenders and the flexible nature of their capital.   

 

“To date, we have successfully raised £750 million of lending capital. Now, alongside WCP’s 

investment, we are close to completing two senior bank funding agreements which will provide an 

immediate additional £500 million to support UK SMEs into 2022.” 

 

Rachid Ouaich, Managing Director - Europe, WCP: “We have known ThinCats for a couple of years 

and been impressed how they have been able to scale the business, create a profitable platform and 

navigate the pandemic.  Our capital is perfectly suited to assisting ThinCats on its next stage of 

growth. We look forward to working with our partners, Quilam Capital, and the ThinCats team over 

the next few years to support mid-sized SMEs who will play an important role in delivering economic 

growth across the UK.” 

 



 

 

Kieran McSweeney, Partner, Quilam Capital: “We are delighted to be working alongside WCP and 

backing the impressive management team at ThinCats who have built a market leading platform in 

the SME space and one that we believe can grow materially over the next few years, supporting 

many hundreds of businesses and underpinning thousands of jobs.” 

 

ThinCats was advised by Fenchurch Advisory Partners and CMS on WCP’s investment. 

   

ENDS 

For more information: 

ThinCats@cicero-group.com  

0203 841 9333 

Notes to editors: 

ThinCats is an established alternative lender dedicated to funding mid-sized SMEs with business 

loans from £1m up to £15m using pioneering data, personal relationships and a pragmatic lending 

process. ThinCats’ progressive approach has already enabled SMEs to borrow more than £900m. 

www.thincats.com 

ThinCats is the trading name of a group of companies owned by ESF Capital Limited. 

 

WCP, a New York-based investment management firm, manages or advises funds and accounts 

(principally on a Sharia’a-compliant basis) that specialize in asset-based finance and real estate 

investments. WCP is an affiliate of Wafra Inc. (“WAFRA”). Founded in 1985, WAFRA is beneficially 

owned by the Public Institution for Social Security of Kuwait, an autonomous agency controlled by 

the State of Kuwait. WCP’s senior leadership is comprised of the former employees in WAFRA’s 

Structured Finance and Business & Product Development divisions. WCP has significant experience 

with structured finance, venture debt, equipment leasing and finance, transportation finance, real 

estate debt, and other specialty finance transactions, and its team has been operating in these 

arenas since 1999. 

 

Quilam Capital provides flexible investment for alternative finance companies, fintechs and 

platforms. It combines targeted financial solutions with expert guidance and advice, working 

alongside clients, helping them overcome challenges and accelerate their business performance. 

The core team has 36 years’ combined sector experience with a leading track-record of investment, 

making Quilam the go-to specialty finance partner, having completed over 100 transactions across 

the investment spectrum. The wider management team also offers corporate finance and 

operational expertise to provide a full range of private equity services and executive support. 
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